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GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS WITH NORMAL STRUCTURE

OF AN ODD-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE (I)
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o. Introduction

Recently, generic submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold-mainly a complex
projective space-have been studied by several authors who used the method
of Riemannian fibre bundles (see [5J, [6J, [7J and [10J etc.).

In the present paper, we consider the so-called generic submanifolds of
a Sasakian manifold. The purpose of this paper is to study generic sub
manifolds of an odd-dimensional sphere S2m+l (1) with radius 1 under the
condition that the structure tensor induced on the submanifold is normal
(see § 1). We will write S2m+l instead of S2m+ 1 (1) to simplify the notation
throughout the paper.

In determining the submanifolds, \ve will make use of the following theorem;

THEOREM A (K. Yano and M. Kon [8J). Let M be a complete n
dimensional submanifold of a sphere Sm of dimension m with flat normal con
nection. If the second fundamental form of M is parallel, then M is a small
sphere, a great sphere or a pythagorean product of a certain number of spheres.
Moreover, if 1'vl is of essential codimension m-no then M is a pythagorean
product of the form

SP1(rj) X···><SPN(rN), rj2+"'+rJi=1, N=m-n+l,

or a pythagorean product of the form

SP1(rj) ~<"'><SPN'(rN')CSm-l(r)CSm, rj2+"'+rN'2=r2<1, N'=m-n.

THEOREM B (Yano and Ishihara [9J). Let M be a complete minimal
submanifold of dimension n immersed in an m-dimensional sphere Sm (a) with
radius a (O<a<l, l<n<m) and nonnegative sectional curvature, and suppose
the normal bundle N(M) of M is locally parallelizable. If the function F=
hcbxhcbx is constant in M, then M is a great sphere of Sm(a) or a pythagorean
product of the form

Sh(rj) X .. · ><SPN(rN) , Ph ... , P.v~l, Pj+···+P.v=n, l<N~m-n+l
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with essential codimension N-I, where ra=a VPa/n (a=I, ..., <N).

By the way the sectional curvature of n-dimensional submanifold immersed
in Sm with flat normal connection is always nonnegative if the second fun
damental tensor of the submanifold is parallel (for detail see [7J). Hence
we have . <

REMARK. A. Let M be a complete minimal submanifold of dimension n
immersed in an m-dimensional sphere Sm (I<n<m) with flat normal con
nection. If the second fundamental tensor of M is parallel, then M is the
same type as stated in Theorem B.

1. Preliminaries

Let if be a (2m+ i) :"'dimensional Sasakian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {U;xh} and (Fl, gji, Fi) the set of structure
tensors' of M, where, here and in the sequel, the indices h, i, j, ...run over
the range {1,2, ..., 2m+ I} ~ Then we have

(1.1)

and

(1. 2)

Fh being the vector field associated with Fi, that is, Fh=Figih, gih being
the contravariant metric tensor of M. We also have

(1.3) .

and

(1. 4)

where P'j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
the Christoffel symbols formed with gji.

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {V;ya} and isometrically immersed in if by the
immersion i <: M-if, where, here and in the sequel, the indices a, b, c, ".
run over the range {I, 2, ..., n} • We identify i (M) with M and represent
the immerslonbY xh=xh(ya). If we put Bbh=a~xh(ab=a/ayb), then Bbh are
n linearly independent' vectors of M tangent to M. Denoting by gcb the
Riemannian metric tensor of M, we have gcb=g.iiBcjBbi since the immer
sion is isometric. We denote by Cxh 2m+I-n mutually orthogonal unit
normals to M, then we have gjiBiC:/=O and the metric tensor of the
normal bundle of M is given by gzy=gjiCiC/=ozy, OZy being the Kronecker
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delta, where, here and in the sequel, the indices u, v, w, x, y, z run over
the range {I*,2*, ... , p*}, where n+p=2m+1. Therefore, denoting by J7b
the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation with

respect to the Christoffel symbols {cab} formed with geb, we have equations

of Gauss and Weingarten for M

(1. 5) J7eBbh=hebxCi,

(1. 6) J7eC xh= -heaxBah

respectively, where hebx are the second fundamental tensors with respect to
the normals Cxh and heax=hebYgbagyX' (gba) = (gba)-l.

Denoting by Kkjjh, Kdeba and Kdeyx the curvature tensors of M, M and
the normal connection of M respectively, we have the following equations
of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci respectively

(1. 7) Kdeba=KkjjhBiB/BbjBah+hdaxhebx-heaxhdbx,

(1. 8) O=KkjjhBiB/BbiCxh- (f7dhebx-J7ehdbx) ,

(1. 9) Kdeyx= KkjjhBiB/C/cxh+hdeXhetey-heeXhdey,

where we have put Bah=Bbigbagjh, CXh=Cyigyxgjh and (gYx) = (gyx) -1.

An n-dimensional submanifold M is called a generic (an anti-holomorphic)
submanifold of the Sasakian manifold M if M satisfies

Np(M) l-F(Np(M»
at each point pEM, where Np(M) denotes the normal space at p.

From now on, we consider generic submanifolds immersed in a (2m +1)
dimensional Sasakian manifold M. Then we can put in each coordinate
neighborhood

(1. 10)
(1.11)

FjhBbi=fbaBah- fbxCxh,

FihCxi=fxaBa".

fbefea= -Oba+ fbfa+ fbxfxa,
fxefeY=oxY- fxfY,

fbefex= - fbfx, fxefea=fxfa,

where fba is a tensor field of type (1,1) defined on M, fex a local I-form
for each fixed index x and fxa=feYgeagyx. Also, we can put the Sasakian
structure vector Fh of the form

(1. 12) Fh=faBah+fx Cxh,

fa and fx being vector fields defined on M and the normal bundle of M
respectively.

Transvecting (1. 10) and (1. 11) with· F hk respectively and using (1. 1),
(1. 10), (1. 11) and (1. 12), we find

(1. 13)
(1. 14)
(1. 15)
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where fe and fx are I-forms associated with fa and fX respectively, that
is, fe fagae and fx= fYgyx'

Also, transvecting (1. 12) with F h" and using (1. 1), (1. 10) and O. 11),
we get

(1.16) feafe+fxafx=O,
(1. 17) fexfe=o.

From (1.12), we have

(1.18) f af a+fxfx=l

with the help of F tFt=I.
If we put feb feagba, fex feYgyx and fxe-fxagea' then we can easily

verify that

fcb -= - fbc, fxc fex'

If we apply the operator Ve of covariant differentiation to (1.10) and
take account of (1. 4) , (1. 5) and (1. 6) , then we find

(_gjiFh+O/Fi) B/Bbi+hebxf",aBah= (VJba) Bah+heaxfbaCxh
- (Vcfbx)Ci +heaxfbxBah,

which implies

(1.19) vefba= -gebfa+oeafb+hcbxfxa-h/xfbx,
(1. 20) Vcfbx=gebfx+hceXf{.

By the same way we can also obtain from (1. 11),

(1. 21)
(1. 22)

Vefxa=ocafx-h/xfea,
h/x feY = hceYfxe•

Differentiating (1. 12) covariantly and using (1. 3), we find

FiB/= (Vefa) Bah+heaxfaCi+ (Vcfx)Cxh-heaxfxBah,

from which, taking account of (1.10),

(1. 23)
(1. 24)

From 0.13),

(1.25)

Thus, if n=m,

(1. 26)

Vefa fea+heaxfx,
Vcfx= - fcx-hcexfe.

0.14) and (1.18) we have

febfeb+2fc/&=2(n-m).

then we get

fe=O, feb=O.

Conversely, if fe=O, then we see from (1. 23) that feb=O and hebxfx=O
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because fcb is skew-symmetric and hcbx fx is symmetric. Hence, (1. 25) implies
n=m.

Therefore, we have

REMARK B. For an n-dimensional generic submanifold M of a (2m +1)
dimensional Sasakian manifold M, fc=O if and only if n=m.

LEMMA 1.1. Let M be an m-dimensiQ1tal generic submanifold of a (2m+l)
dimensional Sasakian manifold. Then we have

(1. 27)

where we have put

(1. 28) P te-h xf cl: byz - cb y J SI: •

Proof. Since m=n, (1. 26) is valid. Thus (1. 13) reduces to

(1. 29) fbxfxa=Oba•

Transvecting (1. 28) with fayfi' and taking account of (1. 29), we find

PyzXfaYfi'=hdax.

This proves (1. 27).

The mean curvature vector of M is given by Hh=1..hxCxh is said to be
n

parallel in the normal bundle if Vchx=O, where hX=gcbhcbx,
The induced structure (fca,gcb,fcx,fc'/x) satisfying (1.13)'"'-'(1.18) is

said to be normal if

or, equivalently

(1. 30)

Transvection jc fa gives

(1. 31)

with the help of (1. 16).
Transvecting (1. 30) with Iba and using (1. 13), we find

hcex( -obe+fbfe+fbyf/) +haexf/fba=O,

that is,

(1. 32) hcbx- (hcexf/)fbY- (hceXje)fb-haexf/fba=o,

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to the indices c
and b,
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(1. 33) (hbexf/)fcY- (hcexf/)fbY+ (hbexfe)fc- (hcexfe)fb=O.

We now prove

LEMMA 1.2. Let M be an n-dimensional generic submanif~ld of a (2m+
I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with m=l=n. If the induced structure on M
is normal and·the function fxfx is nonzero almost everywhere on M, then we

have

(1. 34)
(1. 35)

where we have put

and

hcexfe=Axfc,
hcexf/=Qyzxf/,

(1. 36) Qyzx=).xfyfz+hdexf/f/.

Proof. Transvecting (1. 33) with jb and using (1. 17) and (1. 18), we
find

(1. 37) (hbexfbf/)fcY+ (hbexfbfe)fc - (1-fyfY) hcexje=O~

from which, transvecting fzc and taking account of (1. 14),

(1. 38) (fyfY)hcexfefzc- (hbexfbf/fY)fz=O.

Consequently, we have hcexfef/=O because of (1. 31) and the fact that fxf x

is nonzero alinost everywhere. Since m =1= n, we have I-fxix=I=O on M be
cause of (1. 18) and Remark B. Thus, (1. 37) reduces to

hcexfe -AXfc

and hence (1. 33) also to

(hcexf/)fbY- (hbexf/)fcY=O.

If we transvect the last equation with fzb. and taking account of (1. 14),
we obtain . ' \. ,.

hcexfze-. (hcexf/fY)fz-hdexf/fcYf~(l 0,
~ • ~. <

hcexfze- (haexfaf/)fz-hdexf/fcYfzd=O.

Thus, using (1. 16) and' (1. 34), we have

hcexfze= (AXfyfz+hdexf/f/)fcY,

which proves (1. 35). Thus Le1JllD.a 1. 2 is proved.
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Putting Qyz:x;=QYZWgwx, we can easily verify that Qyzx is symmetric for
any index because of (1. 22) and the definition of (1. 36).

2. Generic submanifolds of S2m+1 with nonzero .normal part of its
Sasakian structure vector

In this section, we consider that a generic submanifold M of an odd
dimensional unit sphere S2m+l. Then, the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and
Ricci for M are respectively given by

Kdeba=Odageb -O/gdb+hdaxhebx - heaxhdbx,
17dhebx -17ehdbx=O,

manifold S2m+l is a space of constant curvature 1.

(2.1)
(2.2)

since the ambient
We first prove

LEMMA 2. 1. Let M be an n-dimensional generic submanifold with flat
normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+l. If the induced
structure on M is normal and the function fxf x is nonzero almost everywhere,
then M is totally umbilical if the codimension p= 1 and M has the second
fundamental tensors of the form

(2.4)

if p>l.

Proof. If m=n, then the theorem is valid because of Lemma 1. 1. Thus,
we may only consider that m =1= n. In this case, we have 1- fxrx =1= 0 on M.

Differentiating (1. 34) covariantly and substituting (1. 23), we find

(17dheex)fe +heex(ide+hdeyfY) = (f7dAx)fe+ AX (Jde+hdeYfy),

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to d and c,

(2.5) 2heexfde= (17dAx)fe- (17),x)fd+2Axide

with the help of (1. 30), (2.2) and the fact that M has a flat normal con
nection.

Transvecting (2. 5) with fe and taking account of (1. 34), we have

(2.6) 17d A.x =Axid,

Ax being defined by Ax=f e17eA.x/l-f).fY. Therefore, (2.5) becomes

(2.7)

If we transvect (2.7) with f b
d and use (1. 13), then we obtain

(2.8)
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with the help of (1.34) and (1.35).
Transvecting (2.8.) with' Iwb and making use of (1.14) and (1. 35), we
find

(2.9) QyzXlcYlz=Axlczlz

because Ix fx is nonzero almost everywhere.
Transvecting this with Ibc and using (1. 15) and the fact that la!a IS

nonzero, we get

(2.10) QyzX!ylZ= AXlz fZ.

Also, transvecting (2.9) with Iwc and using (1. 14), we find

(2. 11) QyzXlz=AXly

with the help of (2. 10), which implies

(2. 12) Axly- Aj.fx=O

because Qyzx is symmetric for all indices.
Differentiation covariantly gives

(f7dAx)ly+A}7dly- ((7dAy)fx- AlTdxlx=O,

or, substituting (1. 24) and (2. 6) into this,

(2.13)

with the help of
then we find

(Axly- Aylx)fd+Ayldx - Axfdy=O

(1. 34). If we transvect (2.13) with Id and use' (1. 17),

Axly-Aylx=O

because of !ala=/=o. Consequently, (2. 13) reduces to

Ayldx - AxldY=O.

Transvecting this with 1/ and using (1. 14) and (2. 12), we get

Aygzx-Axgzy=O.

This means Ay=O ifp>1 and hence (2.8) becomes

(2.14)

because of (1.28) and (1.36).
If p=l, that is, M is a hypersu,rface of S2m+1, then M admits the so-called
Cl, g, u, v, A)-structure (see [2J, [9J). In this case, we have from (2.9),

Q1*1*1*Ic1* ==-A1*1/*

because (/1*)2 is nonzero almost everywhere, which implies Q1*1*1*=A1*
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because fc1*f c1*=I- (f1*)2 does not vanish everywhere. Thus, (2.8) is of
the form

(2.15)

which shows that the hypersurface M is totally umbilical (cf. see [9J). This
completes the proof of the lemma.

THEOREM 2. 2. Let M be an n-dimensional complete generic submanifold
with flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+1. If the

induced structure on M is normal, the function fx fX does not vanish almost
everywhere and the mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle, then
M is a 2m-dimensional small sphere or an n-dimensional great sphere.

Proof. If M is a hypersurface of S2m+1, by Lemma 2.1, M is a great or
a small sphere. Thus, we only consider that the codimension p>1.

In this case, we have (2.4) and AX=O, which obtained in the proof of
Lemma 2.1. And consequently PYZx=QyZx because of (1. 28) and (1. 36).

Transvecting (2.4) with geb and using (1. 14) and (2. 11) with AX=O,
we get

(2.16)

where wc have put px=gYZPyzx.

We have from (2. 4)

(2.17) heeXh{y=PuzxPw/f/!bw

with the help of (2. 11) with Ax=O.

Since the normal connection is flat, that is, heexhbey-lzbexlzc'y=0, it follows
that

(2.18) (PuzxPw/-PwzxPu/)fcufbw=O.

Transvecting (2.18) with f"efw b and using 0.14) and (2.11) with AX=O,
we obtain

(2. 19)

If we take account of (2.4) and (2. 19), then (2. 17) becomes

(2.20)

which and (2. 16) give

(2.21)

On the other hand, from the Ricci identity, we have

(2. 22) (gdapdPahcbx) hcbx- (PFbhx)hcbx=KcehbeYhcby-Kdcbahadyhcby
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because of (2.2) and the fact that the normal connection is flat, where K ce
is the Ricci tensor given by

(2.23)

which is derived from (2. 1). Hence, using the identity

~ L1 (hcbxhcbx) = (gdat7i7ahcbx)hcbx+ 11 17dhcbx lI2,

we have

~ L1(hcbxhcbx) = (t7ct7bhx)hcbx+ KcehbeYhcby-KdcbahadYhcby+ 11 17dhcbX 11 2,

where L1=gCWFb. If we take account of (2.1), (2.3), (2.23) and the
fact that the normal connection of M is flat, we have the following general
formula:

Remark B and Lemma 2. 1,

K=n(n-1)

Thus combining (2. 25),

(2.24) ~ L1(hcbxhcbx) = WFbhx)hCbx+nhcbxhcbx-hxhx+hxhcexhbeYhcby

- (hcbxhcby) (hdaxhday) +IIl7dhcbx l1 2•

Since the mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle, we see
from (2. 21) that hcbxhcbx is constant. Thus, (2. 24) reduces to

nhcbxhcbx- hxhx+hxhcexhbeYhcby- (hcbxhcby) (hdaxhda) + 11 17dhcbx I1 2=O.

Substituting (2.20) and (2.21) into this and taking account of (2.16)
and (2.19), we find hx=O and hence hcbx=O because of (2.21). Therefore,
by completeness, M is a great sphere. This completes the proof of the
theorem.

From (2. 23) we see that the scalar curvature K of M is given by

(2.25)

because of (2.21).
we conclude

REMARK C. Let M be an n-dimensional generic submanifold with n=f::.m,
n=f::.2m and flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+1.

If the induced structure on M is normal and K=f::.n(n-1), then we have
fX=O.

3. Generic submanifolds of an odd-dimensional sphere whose
Sasakian structure vector is tangent to the submanifolds

In this section, we consider that M is an n-dimensional generic submani
fold of S2m+1 with the Sasakian structure vector Fh given by (1. 12) tangent
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to M, that is, fX=O. Then (1. 13) "-' (1. 24) reduce to

we can easily :find that

f/f.a= -oca+fcfa+flf/,
f/fex=O,
fexfe=O,
feQfe=O,

fxefeY=oxY,

f.Je=I,
Pciba= -gcbfa+o/ib+hcbxfxa-h/xibx,

Pcfbx=hcexfbe, Pcfxa= -h/xf.a,
h/feY=hceYfxe,

Pc fa=fca,
fc x+hcexfe=O.

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)

From (3. 1) and (3. 2),

f/feafab+f}=0,

and consequently M admits the so-called f-structure satisfying f3 +f =0.
We :first prove

LEMMA 3.1. Let M be an n-dimensional generic submanifold of an odd
dimensional unit sphere S2m+1 with flat normal connection. If the structure
induced on M with the Sasakian structure vector tangent to M is normal, then
we have

(3. 12)

where we have put

(3.13) Pyzx=hcbxf/fzb.

Proof. Transvecting (1. 30) with f/ and using (3.2), we :find

hcexf/ibe=O,

from which, transvecting fab and using (3.1),

(3. 14)

because of (3. 5), (3. 11) and (3. 13).
Putting Pyzx=PyzWgwx> we can easily :find that P yzx IS symmetric for all

indices because of (3.9) and (3. 13).
If we transvect (3.14) with hb

c
z and make use of (3.11) and (3.14),

then we have

hb'zhcexf/=PywXPzvWfbV- P y.xfb+OyXfbt>

from which, using (3.11), (3.14) and the fact that the normal connection
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P y'"wpwvztbv+g yrfbx= P ywxpzvwfbv+Oyxfbz,

or, transvecting fu" and taking account of (3. 5),

(3.15)

because P yzx is symmetric for all indice~. Thus, it follows that

(3.16) PZXWPywx=PxPZYx+ (p-1)g",y.

Differentiating (3. 14) covariantly along M and substituting (3. 8) and
(3. 10), we get

(Vdheex)f/+h/xhday f ea= (VdPyzx)f/+ P yzXhdezf/ -OyXfde,

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to d and c and
using (2.2),

(3. 17) -2h/xhea,.fda= (VdPyzx)f/- (VePyzx)fr-2PyzXhe/'fde -20yztde

with the help of (1. 30) and (2.3) with Kdeyx=O. Transvecting (3.17)
with fwd and using (3.2) and (3.5), we get

(3.18) VePywx=(fweVePyzX)f/,

which and Pyzx=PZYx imply

(VePyzx)fbz= (f/VePwzx)f/fbw.

Therefore (3. 17) becomes

h/Xheayfda=pyzXhe/ff+OyXfde'

If we apply Jod to this and use (3. 1), we obtain

-h/Xhbey+ PyzWPvwXfevfbz+feXfby= - P yzXhebz+PYWXPvzwfbzf/
-OyXgeb+oyXf/ fzb

with the help of (3. 11), or, take account of (3. 15), we find (3. 12).
Hence, Lemma 3. 1 is proved.

LEMMA 3. 2. Under the same assumptions as those stated in Lemma 3. 1,
we have

(3.19)

where px=gYZPyZx.

Proof. Differentiating (1. 30) covariantly and substituting (3. 7), we find

(Vdheex)Joe+heex( -gdbfe+Odefb+hdbYf/-hdeyfbY) + (Vdhbex)f/
+hbex ( -gdefe+Odefe+hdeYf/-hdey feY)'
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from which, taking account of (3.11), (3.12) and (3.14),

(Vdhcex)/be+ (Vdhbex)f/=O,

or, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to the indices d and c,

and using (2. 2),

(17ahb/)fc" - (17chb/;)fae=O.

The last two equations give (17dhcex)/be=o by means of (2.2). Transvection
f} yields

17dhcax= (17dhcex)f/faY+ (17dhcex )fefa

with the help of (3. 1), which implies

(3.20) 17dhx= (17ahcex)f/fCY+ (17dhcex)fefc.

But, we see from (3.3) and (3. 11) that hcexfcfe=o. Differentiating this
covariantly and making use of (3.4) and (3. 10), we get (17dhcex)fcfe=o.
Consequently (3.20) becomes

. (3.21) fdhx= (f'dhcex)f/fcY•

On the other hand, we have from (3. 13)

PX=hcexf/fCY.

If we differentiate this covariantly and take account of (3.8) , we find

17aPx = (17ahceX)f/fCY+2h/xhda).f/jcY,

which means

17dPx= (17ahcex)f/fcy

with the help of (3.5) and (3.11). Thus, this together with (3.21) gives
(3.19). Thus, Lemma 3.2 is completely proved.

If we substitute (3. 12) into (2. 24) and make use of (3. 16), we find

(3.22) ~ .t1(hcbxhcbx) = (l7PbhX)hcbx+ll17dhcbxI12.

Assuming that the mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle,
we see from (3. 19) that 17cPx=O. And hence

(3.23)

which is derived from (3. 12), is a constant. Consequently (3. 22) implies
that the second fundamental tensors are parallel. Moreover, M is of essential
codimension 2m+1-n and does not admit umbilical sections because of
(3.14). Combining these facts with Theorem A in § 0, we obtain
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THEOREM 3. 3. Let M be an n-dimensional complete generic submanifold
with flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+1 and let
the Sasakian structure vector defined on S2m+I be tangent to M. If the structure
induced on M is normal and if the mean curvature vector of M is parallel in
the normal bundle, then M is a pythagorean product of the form

Sh(rl) X ... XSPN(rN) ,

where Ph ... ,PN are odd numbers~I, rI2+···+rN2=I, N=2m-n+2.

Combining Remark C with Theorem 3. 3, we have

CoROLLARY 3. 4. Let M be an n-dimensional complete generic submanifold
with flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+1 (n =1= m, /
n=l=2m). If the structure induced on M is normal, the scalar curvature K of
M satisfies K=I=n(n-I) and if the mean curvature vector of M is parallel in
the normal bundle, then M is a pythagorean product of the form

SPl(rl) X··· XSPN(rN) ,

where Ph ... ,PN are odd numbers~l, rI2+···+rN2=I, N=2m-n+2(N=I=2,
N=I=n+2).

Moreover, if the submanifold is minimal, then we see from (3.22) and
(3. 23), that the second fundamental tensors are parallel. Therefore, making
use of Theorem B and Remark A in § 0, we have

THEOREM 3. 5. Let M be an n-dimensional complete minimal generic subma
nifold with flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+I
and let the Sasakian structure vector defined on S2m+I be tangent to M. If the
structure induced on M is normal, then M is a great sphere of S2m+1 or a
pythagorean product of the form

Sh (rl) X··· XSPN(rN) '

PI, ··.,PN are odd numbers;;;;'I, PI+···+PN=n, I<N~2m-n+2with essential
codimension N-I, where rt= vpt!n(t=I, ... , N).

4. Partially integrable generic submanifolds of an odd-dimensional
sphere

In this section, first of all we prove

LEMMA 4. 1. Let M be an n-dimensional generic submanifold with flat
normal connection of S2m+l. If the scalar curvature K of M satisfies K=I=
n(n-I), then the function I-fxfx does not vanish almost everywhere on M.

Proof. As a matter of convenience, we denote by M o= {pEMI (I-fxfx)
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(p)=O}.
Suppose that Mo is nonempty. Let W be a connected component of Mo.

Then we have fe=O on W because of (1. 18). Thus (1. 23) implies

(4.1)

on W because hebxfx is symmetric and feb is skew-symmetric with respect
to the indices c and b. Therefore, (1. 13) and (1. 19) reduce respectively
to

(4.2)
(4.3)

on W. As IS shown III

fbxfxa= iha,
hebxfxa-heaxfbx=o

Lemma 1. 1, we have

(4.4) hcbx=Pyzxf/ibz.

Putting Pyzx=PyzWgwx, P yzx is symmetric for any index because of (1. 22).
Hence it follows that

(4.5)

on W with the help of (1. 14), 0.16) and (4.1).
If we transvect (4.4) with gcb and use (1. 14) and (1. 16), we have hx

=px.

Since the normal connection is flat, we have from (2. 3)

(4.6)

Transvecting this with f/fuc and using (4.1) and (4.4), we get

on W, from which, we obtain

(4.7) Pxyzpxyz = hxhx.

On the other hand, the Ricci tensor K cb of M is given by

K eb = (n-l)gcb+hxhcbx-heeXh{x·

Therefore, the scalar curvature K of M is equal to n (n -1) on W because
of (4.5) and (4.7). Consequently, the set W is empty. It contradicts that
W is nonempty. This completes the proof of our lemma.

We now define a tensor field Ncbx of type (0. 2) for fixed index x by

(4.8) Ncbx-f/Veibx-ibeVe!cx- CVcibe-Vd/)Jex - CVcib-Vdc)fx.

If the tensor Nebx vanishes identically, the aggregate (fea, geb, fcx,fn fX)
is partially integrable (see [3J).

From now on we assume that the induced structure satisfying (1. 13) "'-J
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(1. 18) on M is partially integrable. Then we have

(4.9) (heeyfex)ibY= (hbeyfex)feY+fexib-ibxfe

because of (1. 19), (1. 20), (1. 23) and (4.8). Transvecting (4.9) with fzb
and using (1.14) and (1. 17), we find

(4.10) heezfex- (heeyfY)jeXfz=PyzXfeY-ozxfe+fzfxfe,

from which, transvecting fZ to this and combining these expressions,

(l-fyfY)heezfex=- (l-fyf Y)ozxfe+ {(l-fyfY)Pzwx+fzPwuxfu}few,

or, equivalently

Cl-fyfY)heezfxe= - (l-fyf Y)gxzfe+ {(l-fyfY)Pzwx+fzPwuxfu}few.

Taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to the indices x and z and
using (1. 22), we obtain

(4.12) (PywxfzfW-Pywzfxfw)feY=O.

LEMMA 4.2 ([3J). Let M be a generic submanifold with flat normal con
nection of S2m+l. If the induced structure (fba, geb, fex, fe' fx) on M is par
tially integrable and K=I=n(n-1) holds, then we have

(4.13)
(4.14)

heexf/= -oyXfe+R y2,xfez,
RwzXRuyW-RwyzRuxw= {(l-fwfw)oux+fufx}gyz

- {(l-fwfw)gyu+fyfu} ozx,

where R yzx is symmetric for any index and given by

(4.15)

Proof. Since K =1= n (n -1), we have seen in Lemma 4. 1 that the function
1-fwfw does not vanish almost everywhere on M. And hence (4.11)
implies (4. 13) and (4.15).

Transvecting (4.12) with fve and fac respectively and combining these
expressions, we find

(4.16) (fzPywx - fxPywz) fW=O

with the aid of (1. 14), (1. 15) and Lemma 4.1.
Using this, we find that R yzx is symmetric for all indices.

Since the normal connection is flat, that is, heeXhbey-hbexh/y=O, by trans
vecting this with fze, we find

(4.17) (RwzXRvyW-RwyzRvXW)fdv = ozx (hdeyfe) -gyz(hdexfe)

with the aid of (4.13). Transvecting (4.17) with fud and fudfu respec
tively and combining these results, we obtain (4.14) because of (1. 14) and
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(4.13). Thus, Lemma 4.2 is completely proved.

5. Partially integrable Ricci parallel generic submanifolds of an
odd-dimensional sphere tangent to the Sasakian structure vector
field

In this section. we assume that the structure (f/, gel> fex, fn fx) induced
on an n-dimensional generic submanifold 1\;/ of S2m+l is partially integrable,
the connection in the normal bundle of M is flat and its Sasakian structure
vector field Fh is tangent to M, that is, fx=O. And hence (3.1)'"'-'(3.11)
are valid. Also, (4. 13) and (4. 14) reduce respectively to

(5.1)

and

(5.2)

provided that the scalar curvature K satisfies K *n (n -1).
It follows from (5. 2) immediately that

(5.3)

since Pyzx is symmetric for all indices.
On the other hand, the Ricci tensor K eb was obtained in § 2 of the form

(5.4) K eb = (n-I)geb+hxhebx-heexhbex.

If we transvect (5. 4) with jb and f/ respectively and make use of (3. 11)
and (5. 1), then we have

(5.5) K ce f e=2(n-m-I)fe+ (Px-hx)fe x

and

(5.6) K ee f/=2(n-m-I)fye+ (Py -Iz y )fe +P;:yx (Jlx-px)f/

respectively with the aid of (5. 3).
Now, suppose that the Ricci tensor is parallel along M, that is, [7dKeb=O.
Differentiating (5.5) covariantly along M and substituting (:1.8) and

(3.10), we find

(5.7) K ee !be=2(n-m-1)!be+ Wb(Pr-hx)l!ex+ (Px-hx)hbexfee.

If we transvect (5.6) and (5.7) with fbe and f/ respectively and compare
these expressions, then we obtain

(5.8)

Thus, (5. 7) becomes
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(5.9) K ee ibe=2(n-m-l)fbe+ (Px-hx)hbexf/.

If we differentiate (5. 6) covariantly along M and take account of (3. 8)
and (3.10), then we have

(5.10) K/hbayfea=2(n-m-l)hbeyf/+ (Py-hy)fbe+ (17bp zyx) (hx-px)f/
+ Pzyx(hx- PX)hbezfee

with the aid of 17dK eb =O and (5.8).
Transvection with fwe gives

(5. 11) (17bPZyx) (hx- px) =0

because of (3.27) and (5.9). And consequently, (5.10) reduces to

(5.12) K/hbayfea=2(n-m-l)hbeyf/+ (Py-hy)fbe+Pzyx(hx-Px)hb/f/.

Now we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.1. Let M be an n-dimensional partially integrable Ricci parallel
generic submanifold of S2m+1 with flat normal connection, on which the Sasa
kian structure vector is tangent to M. If the scalar curvature K satisfies
K=i=n(n-l), then we have

(5.13) hebxhebx=pxhx+n(2m+ I-n).

Proof. If we substitute (5.3) into (5.9), then we find

(5.14) heaxheaxfbe-hx(heexfb"+hbexfc") - (2m+ I-n)fbe+ Pxhbexf/=O.

Transvecting (5.14) with fi and using (3.1), (3.11) and (5.1), we get

heaxhdax+ (Px- hx) (fexh+fdxfe) - hx(hedx - Pxyzf/hY)
+ (hx-px)hbexfif/- (2m+ I-n)ged+ (2m-n)fdxfxe
- P zxyPwzxfeWfdY=O,

or using (5. 3),

heaxhdax+ (Px- hx) (fexfd+hxfe) - (px- hx)P yzxf/fdY

-hxhedx+ (hx-px)hbexfif/- (2m+ I-n)gde=O.

If we transvect this with ged and utilize (3. 1), (3. 3) and (3. 5), then
Ne find

heaxheax-hxpx-n(2m+ I-n) =0.

Thus, Lemma 5. 1 is proved.

LEMMA 5. 2. Under the same assumptions as those stated in Lemma 5. 1.
we have
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that is, M admits the normality.

Proof. We consider the following identity:

(5.16) Vb (fxcVcfbx) =~-IIVJbx+VdcxI12-liVcfbxI12+fxcVWJbX

= ~ Ilhcexfbe+hbexf/112-llhbexfbeI12+fxcVWJbx

because of (3.8).
Now, we compute the square of norm of VJbx by using (3.1) and (3.5):

(5. 17) liVcfbx l1 2= -hcexfbehcaxfab=hcaxhcax- Pxpx - (2m+ I-n) (2m -n)

with the aid of (5.1) and (5.3).
The Ricci identity for fb x implies

(5.18) VdVJbx-VFdfbx= -Kdcbefex

because the normal connection of M is flat. Transvection gdb yields

VWcfbx=Kce!ex=2 (n-m -1)fcx+ (px-hx)fc+ Pzyx(hY- pY)f/

because of (5. 6). If \ve transvect this with fxc and use (3.4) and (3. 5),
then we have

(5.19) fxcV'WJbx=2(2m+ I-n) (n-m-l) + Px(hx-px).

Since the left side of (5. 16) is zero because of (3. 2), (3. 8) and (5. 1),
if we substitute (5. 17) and (5. 19) into (5. 16), then we have

12 Ilhcexfbe +hbexf/112-hcaxhcax+h~.px+n (2m + I-n) =0.

Combining this fact and Lemma 5. 1, we obtain

hcexfbe+hbexf/=O,

that is, the induced partially integrable structure on M is normal. There
fore, Lemma 5. 2 is proved.

Thus, regarding to Theorem 3. 3 and Theorem 3. 5, we have

THEOREM 5. 3. Let M be an n-dimensional partially integrable Ricci par
allel complete generic submanifold with flat normal connection of S2m+l tangent

to the Sasakian structure vector field. If the scalar curvature K satisfies K:Ie
n (n -1) and the mean curvature vector of M is parallel in the normal bundle,
then M is a pythagorean product of the form

SPI(rl) X"'XSPN(rN),

where pr, "'pN are odd numbers~l, r12+"'+rN2=1, N=2m-n+2.
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THEOREM 5. 4. Let M be an n-dimensional complete minimal Ricci parallel
generic submanifold with flat normal connection of 8 2m+1 tangent to the 8asa

kian structure vector field. If the scalar curvature K *'n (n -1) and the str
ucture induced on M is partially integrable, then M is a great sphere of
8 271'+1 or a pythagorean product of the form

SPl(rl) X···X8PN(rN),

Ph ···,PN are odd numbers~l, Pl+"'+PN=n, 1<N~2m-n+2with essential
codimension N-l, where rt= VPt!n(t=l, ... , N).

COROLLARY 5. 5. In Theorem 5. 3, if n =/=- m and n *' 2m, then N *'2 and
N=/=-n+2.
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